Kilpatrick Townsend Named
U.S. Trademark Prosecution Firm of the Year by
Managing Intellectual Property
ATLANTA (March 21) – Managing Intellectual Property (Managing IP) recognized
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton as the U.S. Trademark Prosecution Firm of the
Year at Managing IP’s 2016 North America Awards held in Washington, D.C., on March 17.
"We are honored to be recognized by Managing Intellectual Property as the top Trademark
Prosecution Firm in the U.S.," said Anthony Malutta, Co-Team Leader of Kilpatrick
Townsend's Trademark & Copyright Team. "This recognition is significant because it is
reflective of the opinion of our clients and peers. Our team has unmatched depth of expertise
counseling an impressive roster of global brandowners. Additionally, over the past five years,
our trademark portfolio practice has grown tremendously and we now manage over 60,000
trademarks. We are grateful for this distinction."
Managing IP recognizes and honors leading U.S. and Canadian firms and leading practitioners
at their annual North America Awards. After several months of detailed research and analysis by
Managing IP's team of researchers, a shortlist of firms viewed to have had an outstanding year
is selected in various categories. Award winners are selected from these shortlists and firms
cannot vote or pay for their own inclusion for these awards.
Managing IP's recognition follows recent national distinction for Kilpatrick Townsend's
Trademark and Copyright team, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Tier One in both Trademark Prosecution and Trademark Contentious in Managing IP’s
2016 IP Stars Trademark Ranking in the U.S. National category. Kilpatrick Townsend is
one of only two firms in the U.S. to achieve the top rating in both categories;
2016 World Trademark Review National Tier 1 ranking;
US News - Best Lawyers® 2016 “Best Law Firms”: National Tier 1 ranking;
2016 Best Lawyers in America®: top listed firm in the nation for the number of
Trademark attorneys listed; and
“Leading Firm for Intellectual Property: Trademark, Copyright & Trade Secrets”
nationwide by the 2015 edition of Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for
Business.

For more information about Kilpatrick Townsend’s Trademark Practice, please click
here.

Follow the firm on Twitter: @KTS_Law.
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